
Dog Kennel Hill Primary School  - RE Knowledge Organiser 

Big Question:   
How important are the similarities and differ-
ences between and within religions?  

Year: 6 
  Topic:  

How is Art important in Christianity?  

What will I know by the end of the unit? 

To investigate the 
religious use of colour  

I can design a banner or dance that 

express some key Christian beliefs 

using colour and symbol  

I can design a banner or dance that 

expresses key Christian beliefs and 

practices using colour and symbols 

from a festival or special day, 

comparing my design or dance to 

another’s  

To create a modern Icon  I can paint an icon that express some key 

Christian beliefs using colour and symbol   

I can paint an icon that expresses key 

Christian beliefs and practices using colour 

and symbols from a festival or special day, 

comparing my work to another  

To consider the use of music 
in  
Christian worship  

I can create musical sound track to a  
Biblical text that is appropriate   
I can create musical sound track to a 
Biblical text that is appropriate and 
explain the impact to a believer listening 
to it   
I can create musical sound track to a 
Biblical text that is appropriate, 
interpreting what is needed to help a 
believer to worship God   

To analyse the usefulness 
of drama to a believer  

I can use the right religious words to 

describe how useful watching a drama 

about Jesus is for a Christian’s faith   

I can describe what might be good or bad 

for a Christian in seeing the Bible come to 

life through a drama   

I can thoughtfully appraise different 

responses to Christian drama 

To consider what is similar 
and different between 
religions about expressing 
faith . 
 
 
 
 
 

Local Context 
Visit Southwark 
Cathedral to explore 
different forms of Art. 

I can write about different art forms used 

in Christianity to express beliefs about 

God, and explain how this is similar or 

different to another religion.   

I can write about different art forms used 

in Christianity to express beliefs about 

God, with some comparisons between 

them and other practices found inside and 

outside of religion.   

 I can write about different art forms used 

in Christianity to express beliefs about 

God, and explain how this is similar or 

different to another religion.  

I can comment on the symbolic 

importance of colours and music, with 

specific examples. I can associate these to 

specific Christian events and beliefs.  

Vocabulary 

Passion Plays  

A dramatic presentation of the 

crucifixion of Jesus- a traditional part 

of Lent celebrations 

Shrove Tuesday  
Also known as ‘Pancake Day’, this day 

marks the beginning of Lent  

Mardi Gras  
The American celebration of Shrove 

Tuesday, a carnival-like celebration  

Orthodox 
Church  

A Christian church popular in Eastern 

Europe, Russia and Greece. 

Sometimes related to the Catholic 

Church.  

Ramayana  
A epic poem in Sanskrit, relating to 

Hindu beliefs 

Art in Christianity 
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